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Copies:

3-,Bureau (62-9-33) (Ends 3)
2-Atlanta (94-532)
2-Birmingham
2-Jacksonville
2-Memphis ,
2-Miami
2-Mobile
2-Savannah1
2-Tampa.
9-New Orleans
2-92-346

1-92-3461
1-92-346J
1-92-346K
1-92-346L
1-92-346M
1-92-346N .
1-92-3460

Informants Continued:

NO T-2: NO 1017-C, Gulfport, Mississippi

NO T-10: NO 1178-C, Gulfport, Mississippi

NO T-ll: Special Agent JOHN E. MONTGOMERY, Intelligence
Unit, Internal Revenue Service, Gulfport, Mississippi

NO T-12: Captain HARRY TRANSUE, Assistant Chief, Security 
and Law Enforcement, Keesjler Air Force Base, 
Mississippi

NO T-16: NO 1214-C, Gulfport, Mississippi

NO T-20: PCI ELIZABETH WARREN, Long Beach, Mississippi
NO T-21: EARL RILEY, New Orleans p()I at Gulfport, Mississippi

NO T-82: Lieutenant JAMES ADCOCK, Harrison County Sheriff’s 
Office, Gulfport, Mississippi, who requested 
that his identity be kept confidential.
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NOTT-83: NO 1124-C, Biloxi, Mississippi

NO T-60, All identical with NO 1225-C,
NO T-?84 & Gulfport, Mississippi; three different T
NO T-89 symbols are used to conceal the identity of 

this informant, who has furnished voluminous 
intelligence information.

NO T-62: NO 1255-C, Picayune, Mississippi

NQ T-98: W. J. KILLIAM, supervisor, Commercial News
Department, Western Union, Atlanta, Georgia, 
who requested that his identity be kept 
confidential

NO T-99: Mr. OTIS SHATTLES, office of Mississippi State
Tax Collector, Jackson, Mississippi, who 
requested his identity be kept confidential

NOT-100: JACK STANFORD, Manager, Broadwater Beach Hotel,
Biloxi, Mississippi, who requested that his 
identity be kept confidential. y.

NO T-101: Investigator CHARLES SNODGRASS, Identification
Bureau, Mississippi Highway Safety Patrol, tc 
Jackson, Mississippi, who requested that his 
identity be kept confidential.

NO T--102: Sergeant GENE EVANS, Harrison County Deputy
Sheriff, Gulfport, Mississippi, who requested 
that his identity be kept confidential.

NO T-103: BERRY SMITH, Memphis PCI, Corinth, Mississippi

NO T-104: Mrs. GRACE WHITWORTH, Manager, Trayel Inn
Motel, U. S. Highway 90 West, Biloxi, Miss.

Hattiesburg, Miss.

NO T-56: NO 1056-C, Hattiesburg, Miss.

NO T-79: PCI JAMES BENJAMIN, Columbia, Miss.

NO T-81: DOYLE NORWOOD MULLINS, PCI, Columbia, Miss.

NOT-80;! J. W, ROBERTSON, PCI, Columbia, Miss.
/ COVER PAGE
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NO T-57: NO 1241-C
Jackson, Miss.

NO T-94; NO 1236-C
NO T-77 NO 1091-C
NO T-105: NO 1220-C
NO T-51 NO 1219-C
NO T-106: PCI EMMETT JOHNSON
NO T-49: NO 1218-C
Laurel, Miss.

NO T-J.07: J. W. BARNETT, JR., also Jcpown as Barney, 
Heidelberg, Miss.

NOT-108: Patrolman G. L. GREEN, Miss, pighway Patrol, 
Laurel, Miss.

NO T-109: EARL OWEN, Special Agent, Alcohol and Tobacco 
Tax Unit, Jackson, Miss.

Meridian, Miss.

NO T-68: PCI FREDDIE MOORE
NO T-110: PCI HERSHELL '’Boots" REYNOLDS, Meridian, Miss

NO T-lll: , LUCY MAE SHOEMAKER, PCI, Meridian, Miss.
NO T-69: NO 1102-C
Natchez, Miss.

NO T-31: NO 983-C
NO T-112: PCI WILLIAM T. FERRELL

Certain information furnished by information 
not susceptible to being include^ in the detailssources and j

of this report for fear of compromising the source is being 
set out l?elow for information of the Bureau and
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interested offices. This is particularly true of information 
furnished by NO 1225-C, Gulfport, Mississippi, ah extremely 
valuable information who is closely associated with the 
criminal element in the Mississippi Gulf Coast area. 
Where information attributed to NO 1225-C under T symbol 
in the details is set out, careful consideratiQn has 
been given to paraphrasing this information to insure 
that the informant's identity will not be compromised.

Lieutenant JAMES ADCOCK, Harrison County 
Sheriff's Office, Gulfport, Mississippi, advised 
confidentially on 10/14/63 that he had received specific 
instructions- from Harrison County, Mississippi Sheriff 
CURTIS 0. DEDEAUX that the October 12, 1963 shooting 
of D. J. VENUS, III by RICHARD HEAD, at the Sa-When 
Lounge, west of Biloxi, Mississippi, was to be "hushed 
up" and that there was to be no prosecution. ADCOCK 
advised he received these instructions in a telephone 
call from Sheriff DEDEAUX on the night of 10/13/63 
at which time DEDEAUX was obviously intoxicated. DEDEAUX 
told ADCOCK that "they" had told him ADCOCK was "working 
for the FBI". ADCOCK advised he told DEDEAUX this was 
a lie and DEDEAUX told him to keep his mouth shut and 
not to tell any one what happened in regard to the shooting. 
ADCOCK advised DEDEAUX obviously did not want any "heat" 
to be put on RICHARD HEAD or VENUS for fear it might 
become known that HEAD is DEDEAUX's "front man" with 
lounge operators, all of whom must go through HEAD to 
open a joint on the Coast involving the sal^ of whiskey, 
gambling or<hustling women.

Lieutenant ADCOCK advised on 10/18/63 
that as a result of the shooting he had recovered from 
HEAD a .380 automatic pistol which was believed to be 
the weapon used by HEAD in shooting VENUS. ADCOCK advised 
Sheriff DEDEAUX had specifically refused to allow him, 
ADCOCK, to send this weapon to the FBI Laboratory for 
ballistics-tests and comparison with spent bullets 
recovered from the shooting scene.
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I'

commented there would be no other gambling at any of 
the other places along the Mississippi Gulf Coast. 
MC DONNELL takes office, according to BENNETT, on 
January 6, 1964 and on the 7th of January, he is 
going to raid all of the joints of the Mississippi 
Gulf Coast and clean them out, close them all and 
run off the girls.

BENNETT remarked that gambling would not 
reopen on the Mississippi Gulf Coast until after Governor 
PAUL B. JOHNSON, JR., takes office on January 20,-1964..-

BENNETT remarked that the payoff to Sheriff 
MC DONNELL would be $1,000.00 per month for the gambling 
casino that BENNETT would operate in Beat One and 
$500.00 each for the gambling casinos in Beat Two 
and Beat Three. BENNETT is to have superyision over 
the operation of the other two gambling casinos.

With regard to the handling of the local traffic 
of liquor on the Mississippi Gulf Coast, BENNETT remarked 
to KATZ that D. J, VENUS is apparently giving MC DONNELL 
trouble and that EDWARD MC DONNELL is not quite strong 
enough to close up D. J. VENUS’ .liquor operation on the 
Mississippi Gulf Coast.

It is to be noted that whisky is sold openly 
on the Mississippi Gulf Coast, although legally, the 
State of Mississippi is dry.

NO 1225-C, Gulfport, Mississippi, advised 
on 1/15/64 that she has been in frequent contact recently 
with OLIUS MC CRORY, JR., aka ’’Fats" McCrory, (FBI 
Number 494 510 C). Jnformaht advised1MC CRORY is 
living with,'his girl friend TERRY FRANCES GILLAIN at 
Gulfport, Mississippi. Informant advised that both 
MC CRORY and GILLAIN are believed to be on narcotics 
and are pulling burglaries to supplement their narcotics 
needs. Informant advised MC CRORY has a contact with 
Harrison County Sheriff, EDWARD MC DONNELL (McDONNELL 
took office 1/6/64), adding that MC CRORY has also been ( 
very friendly with HENRY COOi^-SALISBURY, a gambler and „

COVERPAGE
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hoodlum from the Atlanta, Georgia area. Informant advised 
SALISBURY was attempting to make arrangements through 
MC DONNELL for a contact in either Hancock or Pearl 
River Counties in Mississippi to open a gambling joint 
and house of prostitution, in order to take advantage of 
nearby construction and activities at the Mississippi 
Test Facility (NASA) in Hancock County^.

Informant advised that RAYMOND/^MJTH, a 
gambler and "razzle dazzle” operator from near Meridian, 
Mississipjai, is also making efforts to obtain a "fix" 
wTt'h Sheriff MC DONNELL to operate a "razzle dazzle" 
on the Coast.

x NO 1225-C advised on 1/17/64 that JIM
y^BLACKWELL, a burglar and strong-arp man from Laurel, 

Mississippi..,, is presently living in a trailer park 
located at the rear of the Bamboo Lounge on West Beach, 
Biloxi, Mississippi. BLACKWELL lives in the second 
house trailer to the right on entering the park and 
according to informant, is employed at the present time 
as a body guard for D. J. VENUS, III, a wholesale 
liquor dealer at Gulfport, Mississippi.

NO 1225-C ad^sed on 1/17/64 that DONALD 
LESTER&-JAMES.,. aka "Jimmy^&ames, a known confidence~“ 

^rnanV’gamb 1 er and strong-a.rm^man, is presently in 
either Atlanta, Georgia, or Miami, Florida. She 
advised JAMES was recently in the~Gu 1 fport area at 
which time informant obtained access to JAMES’ 
address book and noted therefrom the following names 
and telephone numbers of possible value:

GOOF 
JERRY

COVER PAGE
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• NO-1225-C advised on 1/20/64 that OLIUS 
, MC CRORY,-_jR., told her on the night of 1/17/64 that he 
had just returned from a ’’score" and that on his way 
back into Gulfport he had passed State Investigator 
CROCKETT but had eluded CROCKETT without CROCKETT 
having seeing him. (CROCKETT possibly identical with 
Investigator D. B. CROCKETT, Identification Bureau, 
MHSP, who works the north ^Miss iss ippi_area). MC CRORY 
told informant, he had a diamond ring of three or three 
and one-half carats which he had taken in a "score" 
on the night of 1/16/64 in the course of which he had 
stolen from the same locale a large number of phonograph 
records. Informant advised MC CRORY was "hopped up" 
on pills at the time but she observed that he had 
considerable currency in his pocket, and she saw several 
bills in what she believed was $50.00 and $100.00 
denominations.
/ NO 1225-C advised on 1/20/64 that for the past

C.t’ytwo or three years DENNIS^BROADUS, a member of the
$ / Harrison^County Board of zSupervisors, has had a "deal" 
\/ with IVAN&ORRELS, aka ^Lank.yl', the latter a moonshine 

whisky operator, whereby BROADUS carried ORRELS 
on the Harrison County payroll as an employee, 
although ORRELS was not so employed, and BROADUS and 
ORRELS split the salary.

The above information with informant’s 
identity concealed, was furnished on 1/20/64 to Mr. JOHN 
MONTGOMERY, Special Agent, Intelligence Unit, Internal 
Revenue Service, Gulfport, Mississippi. Mr. MONTGOMERY 
advised this information would be of considerable 
assistance inasmuch as his department was conducting 
an investigation of DENNIS BROADUS for tax fraud.

. / NO 1225-C advised on 2/12/64 that AL C.
ROBERTSON, narcotics addict and former "king pin"—moonshine 
^bootlegger in south .Miss.issi.ppi, was recently home 
on leave from the Mississippi State Penitentiary 
where he is serving a sentence for possession of 
narcotics. Informant advised that oh the night of 2/8/64

COVER PAGE
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Supervisor DENNIS BROADUS and IVAN ORRELS telephone the 
following individuals in an effort to obtain an indefinite 
extension for ROBERTSON:

BIDWELL ADAM, State Chairman of the Mississippi 
Democratic Committee;

LAWRENCE ARRINGTON, Attorney at Hattiesburg, 
Mississippi; \ ~ '■

FRANK BARBER, Mississippi State Senator from 
Hattiesburg, Mississippi and close confidant 
of Governor PAUL B. JOHNSON

Informant advised BARBER agreed to make the 
necessary arrangements, but apparently wanted such a 
high price that BROADUS got angry, and called Governor 
JOHNSON direct. Informant was not present at the time 
of the JOHNSON call, but ORRELS and BROADUS told her 
later that JOHNSON declined to let ROBERTSON stay out 
at this time, explaining that there was "too much heat" 
on the penitentiary at the present time, due to the 
fact that former Governor ROSS R, BARNETT had made an 
excessive number of pardons and releases. They said 
JOHNSON told them to contact him in about ninety days, 
at which time he would make the arrangements for 
ROBERTSON'S release. Accordingly informant advised 
she and ORRELS drove ROBERTSON back to the penitentiary 
at Parchman on the afternoon of 2/9/64.

NO 1225-C, Gulfport, Mississippi, advised 
on 11/11/63 that HENRY COOK SALISBURY, aka "Little 
Heary", known gambler and strong arm man, has been 
living recently in Atlanta, Georgia, address unknown, 
telephone number 874-7088. SALISBURY has been living 
with LOU ROBINSON, or ROBERTSON, a white female, 30-35, 
red hair, very attractive, the former girl friend of 
DONALD LESTER JAMES.

COVER PAGE
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NO .1225-C advised on 11/14/63 that SALISBURY 
and LOU were living temporarily at the Monte Carlo Motel, 
adjacent to the Tropical Tourist Court in New Orleans.

NO 1225-C advised on 12/30/63 that SALISBURY 
and LOU had returned to Atlanta, Georgia where they 
were residing in Apartment #12’, 76-12th Street, Northeast 
Atlanta. Informant advised DONALD LESTER JAMES, 
aka ’’Jimmy” James3 was living at the Atlanta Towers 
Apartments, Atlanta, Georgia, telephone 872-7862.

The foregoing information was furnished the 
Atlanta Division and Atlanta advised that Sergeant J. C. 
MC ENTIRE, Atlanta PD, had verified the address of 
SALISBURY. Atlanta advised that telephone number -
872-7862 in Atlanta is listed to LARRY JOHNSON, Howell 
House Apartments, 710 Peachtree Street, N.E. Atlanta, 
Apartment 1407. Atlanta advised this telephone was 
connected 12/19/63.

NO 1225-C advised on 2/5/64 that OLIUS 
MC CRORY, JR., and TERRY GALLAIN had moved to a 
residence located at 604 Hardy Avenue, Gulfport, Mississippi. 
Informant advised she was at this residence on the night 
of 2/4/64 at which time MC CRORY advised he had just 
returned from another "score” in Florida. MC CRORY 
had an unknown quantity of silver coins and informant 
personally observed $500.00 in quarters, nickels and 
pennies. She also observed what appeared to be an 
RCA Victor tape recorder and several cartons of assorted 
cigarettes, one pack of which bore Florida tax stamp 
20-24420-20. . MC CRORY also had several large brown 
bottles of pills of various sizes and colors, some of 
which was phenobarbital.

NO 1225-C advised on 2/11/64 that OLIUS MC CRORY 
Jr., had given her the following described currency to 
hide for him in view of the "head” on him from the 
postal inspectors, all of which currency she stated was 
burned slightly as if taken from a safe in a burn job:

COVER PAGE
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DENOMINATION SERIAL NUMBER YEAR SERIES
$20.00 E22075308C Burned off
10.00 (some digits

obliterated
855554C Burned off

10.00 F04669261C Burned off
10 .00 E36625657C 1950C
5.00 (?)44662979B Burned off
1.00 (7)953062508 1957
1.00 S00751611A 1957
1.00 G23816522A 1957A

NO 1225-C advised she was in MC CRORY’s house 
on the night of 2/10/64 when he gave her this currency. 
She advised both MC CRORY and TERRY FRANCES GILLAIN 
were taking some king" of injections with a needle. Shortly 
afterwards, GILLAIN passed out and MC CRORY became very 
nervous and agitated, grabbed up a .38 revolver and 
rushed out of the house claiming he heard someone outside. 
MC CRORY returned shortly and passed out cold on the 
floor. NO 1225-C advised SHIRLEY CATTS, wife of DOUGLAS 
CATTS, was present at the time and was taking some kind 
of pills.

It is noted that NO 1225-C, beginning 2/10/64, 
furnished information concerning associates of OLIUS 
MC CRORY, JR., at Gulfport, Mississippi, who have 
subsequently been identif ie^'as^THCMAS FRElh&B ANGHART, 
FBI #902 629 A and HERSCHELL R'M^DDINGTON, 'bbth of whom 
were wanted at the time by postaiihspectors for a post 
office burglary 1/16/64 at Shreveport. La. Information 
furnished by information concerning these individuals, 
with her identity concealed, has been furnished to postal 
inspector WILLIAM F. WALSH, JR., at Gulfport, Miss.

NO 1225-C advised on 3/5/64 that HENRY COOK 
SALISBURY and his girl friend LOU ROBINSON, had recently 
returned to the Mississippi Gulf Coast from Atlanta 
and were residing at Apartment 15, Dumas Apartments at 
Long Beach, Mississippi.

COVER PAGE
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. Informant advised that she .went with IVAN "LANKY" 
ORRELS to Laurel, Miss., on■3/2/64 to make.a payoff as 
a result-of a "fix" in Jones County,. Miss.., whereby the 
.grand'jury in Jones. County ao billed the liquor violation 
involving ORREJLS, RICHARD WEBB and others. • She advised 
the total of this payoff was $9,800.00, 
$4,000.00 of which was split.evenly between Laurel Attorney 
GEORGE MAXIE and Meridian, Miss., Attorney LESTER 
WILLIAMSON. Informant advised that she personally observed 
Attorney MAXIE’pay Jones ’County Sheriff : $1,000’. 00-cash 
for his part in this payoff.- Informant advised that she 
was not aware of the person or persons who received the 
balance of this payoff, but -was- under’the impression that 
it went either to a judge or to a member or -members of 
the graxi* Jury..

Informant advised that although considerable amount 
■of the rolling stock at this still was the property of 
CURT COLEMAN from Gulfport-, Miss., COLEMAN is presently 
in the penitentiary'and his wife,. HAZEL COLEMAN, flatly 
refused' to put-up any money for the- "fix".- Consequently, 
■RICHARD WEBB put up the entire $9,800.00 in return for 
which he took all of the-equipment which was released' 
after the no bill, with- the exception of RICHARD WEBBS’s 
white Chrysler and IVAN ORRELS* Dodge.

Informant advised that she 'is aware that since 
•returning to -the Mississippi Gulf Coast HENRY .COOK. 
SALISBURY, a known strong-arm man and armed robber has 
been in contact on several occasions with RICHARD^JJEAd 
at the Sa-When Lounge qn .West Beach, Biloxi, JMjsg: 
Informant was not aware of the purpose of the colrtact 
between HEAD and SALISBURY, but stated that SALISBURY 
is apparently broke financially, and she feels that he 
may be attempting to get HEAD to "steer" him onto a job 
of some kind.

NO I225--C advised on 2/5/64 that. DONALD LESTER 
JAMES, -aka Jimmy James, arrived on the Mississippi Gulf 
Coast from Atlanta, Georgia, 2/4/64. JAMES was driving 
his 1964 gold Pontiac, Grand Prix, with’Georgia: license, 
numerals unknown. She advised .JAMES-told her that he and
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MARSHAI^POWELL, aka, "B1 ac.k JackJ^powe 1.1, were planning ■ 
to' s®*ft a suite of rooms a?t~the' "Broadwater Beach Hotel, 
Biloxi, Jiy^&l^sip4-5, for 2/12/64 at which time they planned 
to have a-large crap game in the'course of which JAMES • 
planned to use loaded dice,. JAMES indicated he had , 
recently ’’scored” back in Atlanta-with some dice which he. 
intimated were loaded and ’said he had-to-leave’Atlanta 
because of 'the ’’heat” on him'there. ■

Informant advised JAMES on 2/4/64 telephoned 
POWELL at 872-7862, Atlanta and told POWELL it was' "set ' 
up" at the Broadwater and for POWELL to come to the Coast 
and to.bring LARRY and LEO, identities otherwise unknown 
to informant. Informant advised JAMES told POWELL that 
JAMES WALDRW heavy equipment operator on the Mississippi 
Gulf Coast and a known associate of JAMES) had it set 
up to "steer" a $20,000 "mark" to this crap game, and' JAMES 
indicated this, .’’mark” had something to do with a big golf 
tournament ’scheduled for the Coast-, i ., ,

NO 1225-C advised on,2/5/64 that she had not 
been able to ascertain yet whether JAMES, POWELL or their' 
associates would be able to obtain a "fix” with-the Harrison 
County Sheriff EDWARD MC DONNELL.

BO 1225-C advised on 3/6/64 that OLIUS MC CRORY 
makes periodic trips to some place in the Jacksonville, 
Florida area. and. informant believes these trips are to . a 
"fence" to dispose of stolen goods. Informant advised that 
DOUGLAS CATTS, a salesman for the Gulf Coast Buick 
Company, Biloxi, Mississippi,, has a man’s watch and 
a woman’s watch, both given him by' MC CRORY which came 
out of a burglary of the Pearl River Drug Store' at 
Poplarville/ Miss. She advised CATTS is ’the salesman, 
who sold MC CRORY his 1964 red Buick Riviera.

Informant advised that on the night of 3/5/64 
MC CRORY was-at. a nightspot she believed to be the 
Palomino,.-at Tallahassee, Florida, adding that she was 
at MC CRORY *s apartment at 604 Hardy Avenue in Gulfport, 
with TERRY GILLAIN, when MC. CRORY called GILLAIN from 
Florida, to say he would return ’ to .'Gulfport 3/6/64. 
On this occasion, informant advised GILLAIN showed her what
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Informant advised she received a telephone call 
on the morning of 3/16/64 from THOMAS AMATO’s girl friend 
from New Orleans. The call was local, from. Gulfport or 
Biloxi, and this girl informed'She was coming to informant's 
house that day, to get some rest. Informant thus assumed 
the possibility that AMATO may have been with MC CRORY 
on a Florida "score” in which he was apprehended at

■ Naples, Florida. Informant advised she was not aware 
’of the date'©f MC CRORY’s arrest in Florida.,, although, 
.presumably cm 3/13/64 or 3/14/64.

Informant advised that HENRY SALISBURY, and his 
girl friend, LOU, are again 'leaving the Mississippi ' 
Gulf .Coast, to return to Atlanta, 'Georgia/ due to the 
fact that SALISBURY had not been able 'to "score" on the' 
Coast. She advised SALISBURY is driving, a 1964 black 
Pontiac Bonneville four door, sedan with Georgia license,' 
numerals unknown.

'NO 1225-C advised on 3/16/64 that TERRY' FRANCES 
GILLAIN was.arrested with OLIUS' MC CRORY at.Naples, 
Florida, on about Tuesday night / 3/10/64, but' GILLAIN' 
was released. At the time of this arrest? the following 
associates of MC CRORY were waiting for him at a motel 
about fifteen miles from Naples:

irA\/^GLEN RAY SONES, a burglar and car theft;
V . TOMjmJIANGHART (THOMAS FRED BANGHART, FBI 902'629 A) 

who is wanted.by postal authorities along with HERSCHELL 
RAY ADDINGTON for a post office burglary 1/16/64 at 
Shreveport, La;

DORA RUSSUM, a white female from New Orleans, 
La., and an unknown white male from Meridian, Miss., further 
description unknown except has badly'pock marked 
facial features. ...

Shortly after MC .CRORY’s arrest, a local law 
enforcement officer came to this motel and inquired for 
the individuals referred to above, but the owner of the’motel 
Med to the officer and told him the group had goneAfter 
the officer left, the motel operator alerted the group, 
who then departed.
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Informant advised she learned that TERRY 
GILLAIN’s relatives■live in Jacksonville, Florida, 
where-they have telephone number PO 5-1078, Jacksonville. 
■Further, she learned' that the bandsman who is to^make"- 
MC CRORY's -bond at- Naples, Florida is’ one BILL OSLAN • 
(phonetic), from Jacksonville, Florida, telephone 
number EL 4-2472.

Informant advised she learned that HENRY 
COOK SALISBURY is displaying.Georgia license 1J17894 
on his 1964 black Pontiac Bonneville, adding that . ■ 
SALISBURY and LOU ROBINSON left the Mississippi Gulf 
Coast on the early morning of 3/16/64, en rdute 
to Miami, Florida via Atlanta', Georgia.

Informant advised that oh 3/16/64 THOMAS 
AMATO's-girl friend, SYLVIA "Baby" AMATO, came to 
informant's house at Gulfport, driving a 1963,or 1964 
white Cadillac sedan,- Louisiana license 408-563.
She advised - "Baby" told her CARL DOUGLAS WHITE has an 
apartment in New Orleans very near to AMATO’s residence 
on Treasure Street in New Orleans.

NO 1225-C advised oa 3/16/64 that the MC CRORY. 
residence on Hardy Avenue in Gulfport, contained 
considerable loot in the form of watches, rings, 
barbiturates and other items. She. suggested that 
if a search was to be made of this place it should 
be down immediately inasmuch as MC CRORY would 
probably make bond -in 'Florida and remove the loot.

■On 3/16/64 Chief of Police HOWARD L. HOBBS 
was furnished.with information concerning the arrest 
of MC CRORY and his associates in Florida and that 
MC.CRORY had been living at 604 Hardy Avenue in Gulfport. 
It was suggested.that this residence possibly contained 
contraband and Chief HOBBS advised he was aware MC CRORY 
had been living there.

; . COVER PAGE
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NO 92-346/dmk

The raid by -Chief HOBBS and his officers 
on this residence on 3/19/64, referred to specifically 
under the narcotics sub-section in the details herein, 
resulted primarily from the foregoing information.

I -
Chief HOBBS advised he was issuing warrants 

for MC CRORY and GILLAIN on the basis of .this search.

NO 1225-C advised on 3/20/64 that OLIUS MC CRORY 
telephoned her that date from Atlanta, Ga. MC CRORY
informed that he was hiding out with HENRY SALISBURY 
at SALISBURY'S apartment, rented under the name of
ANNA and HENRY ROBERTS, address, Apartment 15, 1200-14th
Place, N.E., Atlanta, Ga., telephone 876-7088. Informant 
advised MC CRORY inquired about whether there was any 
"heat" on him in Gulfport and told informant he was 
looking for TERRY GILLAIN inasmuch as GILLAIN apparently
"ratted" on him to Florida authorities. .MC CRORY indicated 
he would probably remain in Atlanta'temporarily J.

\ i ’
- - - ■ > \

The foregoing information concerning\ MC CRORY's 
whereabouts was not disseminated to local, authorities 
for fear of compromising the information.V Contact is 
being maintained with Chief HOBBS , Gulfport, Mississippi 
Police Department, concerning potential UFAP process 
on MC CRORY if not otherwise located. \ '
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NO (92-346) /sw

ADMINISTRATIVE CONTINUED -

JFK Law 11(a)

Law 11(a)

NO 1225-C, contacted at Gulfport . /Mississippi, 2/5/0^ 
(protect identity), advised confjdentiXlly/that | I
referred to by JOHN MONTGOMERY never .actually existed, ana tha| 
this was a fabrication between IVAN/ORRELS and DENNIS BROADUS 
involving a kick-back to both of them from the Board of Super
visors .funds . Informant advised /that/after | [was inter-
viewed by MONTGOMERY on [he anticipated the possibilft
that MONTGOMERY may get around to questioning him | 

was recontacted on 1/5/64 and, with
informant’s identity concealed, was furnished with the informa
tion obtained from informant concerning!

-Y-
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